GENERAL NOTES:

- Consult with Helco for location of pole.
- Helco will provide service drop, service attachment, and meter. The customer is to provide, install, and maintain all other equipment.
- Flood lights, signs, and similar equipment shall not be attached to the pole.
- The customer shall install, own, and maintain the pole. The pipe shall be completely galvanized. Splicing is not permitted.
- The meter pole shall be strong enough to safely support a man on a ladder terminating the service conductor.
- The meter pole shall be strong enough to support all service wires with maximum wind loading.
- The meter pole shall meet all of the electric service installation manual, N.E.S.C. 2002 and N.E.C. requirements.
- The customer shall be responsible to acquire an electrical consultant to calculate voltage drop from meter pole to residence.
- Meter must face property access or the road (as per planner guidance).